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Assessment Components:
Use this page during assessment planning to determine which components will be  used for the FBA.
Get parent permission for each assessment component the team plans to use. Use the drop down list to select a tool, or write in a different evidence-based tool. Assign the person responsible for each task, and the anticipated date. Once information has been gathered, dates can be updated to reflect the correct information.
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Functional Behavioral Assessment and Behavior Support Plan 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
Component
Tool Used/Brief Description
Date
Person Responsible
Records Review
Teacher/Staff Interview
ABC Data + Observation
Student Interview
Family Interview
Baseline Data 
(3-5 days minimum)
Consideration of Context & Culture
Other
Required:
Attached Documents:
Optional:
FBA Results:
Summary of FBA Results Information:
Write an ABC summary statement using the most salient information gathered during each assessment component. This format allows teams to compare information gathered from multiple sources to find commonalities. At the bottom, summarize the information into a final FBA hypothesis statement. More repeated information across assessment components results in higher confidence that the hypothesis statement accurately reflects the pattern of  behavior.
Setting Event
Antecedent
Behavior
Consequence/Outcome
Final Summary Hypothesis Statement
Therefore the function is to
Behavior Support Plan:
Setting Event Strategies
Determine strategies to minimize the effects of setting events.  Address all noted setting events.
Strategy Name
Description, Materials, Resources
Person Responsible
Schedule
Antecedent Strategies 
 These are prevention strategies to minimize triggers and make the behaviors irrelevant.
Strategy Name
Description, Materials, Resources
Person Responsible
Schedule
Alternative Behavior 
Describe Alternative Behavior to be taught.  Alternative behaviors should match the function of the behavior  (meet the student's need), be easy to do (and teachable),  and socially & culturally appropriate.   Alternative Behaviors are taught to immediately reduce disruption and safety concerns.
Which allows the student a new way to:
Strategies to Teach Alternative Behavior
Strategy Name
Description, Materials, Resources
Person Responsible
Schedule
Long-Term Skills 
Describe Long-Term Skills the student will be taught. Consider lagging skills.
Strategies to Teach Long-Term Skills
Strategy Name
Description, Materials, Resources
Person Responsible
Schedule
Consequence Strategies (Responding, Reinforcement, and Safety)
 Method for prompting the student to use the alternative behavior (when behavior of concern starts to occur):
The behavior of concern should be less effective at getting the function (student's need) than the alternative behavior. How will staff minimize the "payoff" of the behavior of concern? 
Staff Response Steps/Escalation Plan
Student Behaviors
Staff Behaviors/Responses
Cool Down Options
Person(s) Responsible
      Reinforcement For Alternative Behavior (consider the function/reward)
Reinforcement Name
Description for use
Person Responsible
Schedule
      Reinforcement When Long-Term Skills/Desired Appropriate Behaviors Are Exhibited: 
Reinforcement Name
Description for use
Person Responsible
Schedule
Plan Organization & Data:
Notification & Training 
Ensure implementors know what to do  & how to do it. Consider the student, teachers, family, substitutes, person on duty...
Person
Info/Training to be Delivered
Person Responsible
Schedule
Description of Materials to be Made
Person Responsible
Schedule
Data Collection   
Use same measurement as baseline data so intervention effectiveness can be reviewed.  
Measurement
Tool/Description
Person Responsible
Schedule
Review Dates
Set expected dates the "Review and Next Steps" will be completed, including review of Implementation Data    
Date
Person Resonsible
Date
Person Responsible
Date
Person Responsible
Summary
A Functional Behavioral Assessment was conducted to address the behavior of concern. The information gathered during the assessment process was summarized into a hypothesis statement, including the triggers and maintaining consequences of the behavior. Based on the information collected, a Behavior Support Plan has been created to support the student at school. This information will be closely monitored through ongoing data collection. The team will meet at the agreed dates to review the plan. Please contact the plan manager if you have questions. 
Plan Manger:
Name:
Title:
Title:
Portland Public Schools
Name:
Name:
Title:
Title:
FBA+BSP One Page Summary
This document summarizes the critical information gathered from an FBA. Please see attached documents or contact plan manager for more comprehensive information.
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
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Therefore the function is to
Setting Event Strategies
Antecedent Strategies
Strategies to Teach Alternative Behavior
Response Plan
Reinforcement Plan
FBA+BSP Implementation Fidelity Data Tracking Sheet
Completed form should be turned in to the Plan Manager every Friday.
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Strategy
Anticipated Delivery Schedule
Staff Responsible
Actual Delivery Mon.         Tues.         Wed.          Thurs.         Fri. 
  Actual # / Total Possible # :
   %  :    
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